










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Reception of Kandinsky in Kyoto
Raku IJIRI
Abstract
The reception of Wassili Kandinsky (1866－1944), an early practitioner of abstract art, into Japan began
in 1912 (Meiji 45/Taisho 1) centered on the circle of critics in Tokyo which was working with enthusiasm
for the introduction of Post-Impressionist art. However, in the latter half of the 1910’s, in clear contrast
with earlier efforts aimed primarily at introducing this artist to Japan, there appeared a movement, centered
mainly among young scholars of aesthetics and philosophy in Kyoto, to understand Kandinsky comprehen-
sively and analytically. This paper clarifies how Kandinsky, who created quite a stir and was considered
problematic even in Europe, was taken up by scholars in Kyoto in the latter half of the 1910’s by examin-
ing their writings in detail and considering the conditions that made these scholars receptive to this artist.
Studies on Kandinsky by young scholars of philosophy and aesthetics in Kyoto, such as Ogasawara
Hidemi, Ueda Jyûzô and Sono Raizô, all accepted the importance of Kandinsky’s central concepts, such as
“inner necessity” and “inner sound” and attempted to understand Kandinsky’s avant-garde works by exam-
ining this artist’s theory of art. The earnestly confronted his work from various angles: as the question of
naturalness in painting (Ueda), as a poetic construction (Ogasawara) and by considering his synthetic art
(Sono). Through an analysis of these critics’ essays, however, it becomes clear that there was a profound
ambivalence in their reception of Kandinsky: they accepted his theory positively and appreciated his paint-
ings from the pre-abstract period but were generally negative in their appraisal of his later works.
However, as philosophers, they all proceeded to study his works in detail, to comprehend his work as a
kind of “symbolism” and to give an absolute philosophical foundation to Kandinsky’s art. However, they
all ultimately reached the conclusion that it is impossible to give an absolute foundation to his work. But it
is possible to say that this proves Kandinsky’s art belongs to an age in which the unifying traditional val-
ues have collapsed.
Moreover, several innovations and new trends in the intellectual climate can be given to explain why the
reception of avant-garde art was concentrated in Kyoto, a city generally considered conservative. First, we
can give new movements in Kyoto’s artistic scene and the presence of Nakai Sôtarô who supported it.
Moreover, there existed a “locus” where fledgling scholars and artists could engage in discussion. Finally,
professorships in aesthetic and art history had been established in Kyoto University.
Keywords: Kyoto, Kandinsky, Ogasawara Hidemi (Shûjitsu), Sono Raizô, Nakai Sôtarô
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